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(54) Method and apparatus for reducing energy consumption for variable-rate vocoded
communications

(57) A base station assembles a frame including

information bits at a vocoding rate for downlink trans-

mission over a traffic channel as channel bits at a chan-

nel rate. The base station places at least one rate-

indicating bit at a beginning of the frame for indicating

the vocoding rate. The mobile station evaluates the

downlink transmission with consideration of the vocod-

ing rate indicated by the at feast one rate-indicating bit.

The mobile station can determine the vocoding rate by

decoding the beginning of the frame to permit power

control in less than one frame duration from initial

receipt of the frame at the mobile station.
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Description

Field Of The Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a method and appa- s

ratus for controlling electromagnetic transmit power for

variable-rate vocoded communications.

Background
. 10

[0002] Digital communication systems often use

vocoders to encode, voice information over an air inter-

face. Multi-rate vocoders allow efficient use of the air-

interface by reducing the information transmitted during

breaks in the conversation or during silence, when no 15

information needs, to be conveyed between the mobile

station and the base station. Certain multi-rate vocoders

can provide rates that are proportional to the amount of

speech information to be transmitted. Multi-rate vocod-

ers can also provide rates selected to provide a desired 20

quality of service. Generally, the full-rate or maximum

rate , of a vocoder corresponds to the highest quality

transmission for that vocoder. >
.

.

[0003] The mobile station needs to determine the

vocoding rate of a received transmission to decode the 25

transmitted information. In the past; moblie stations

have waited - until receiving an entire frame (or a

sequence of interleaved frames) and then tried decod-

ing the frame in accordance with each possible rate, to

determine the vocoding rate. The foregoing iterative 30

decoding approach relies upon trial and error to deter-

mine the vocoding rate. At the mobile. station, each rate

is tried in sequence until the decoding rate matches the

transmission rate. For example, if a communication sys-

tem has four possible vocoding rates, a mobile station 35,

may decode the same received frame up tojourtimes,

once.for each possible rate.

[0004] The iterative decoding approach -introduces

a decoding delay and burdens the processing system of

the mobile station. The mobile station may expend sig- 40

nificant electrical, power, while using up a battery

charge, to determine the vocoding rate for each down-

link transmission. Although battery life may be extended

by using bulkier batteries with higher capacity for mobile

stations, such battery changes reduce the portability of 45

mobile stations. Thus, a need exists for determining

vocoding rate in a manner that reduces battery con-

sumption and the processing burden of the mobile sta-

tion.

[0005] If the vocoding -rate is unknown when a so

mobile station measures signal energy per bit-to-noise

energy density (Eb/No) of a voice channel for power

control purposes, Eb/No estimation may be inaccurate

or slower than desired to compensate for propagational

changes in the downlink transmit signal. For example, 55

the delay associated with the iterative approach is at

least one frame duration (e.g.,. 20 milliseconds) for

decoding a received signal at the mobile station.

Accordingly, communications system capacity may be

reduced by deficient power control where the vocoding

rate is not available until after a downlink frame or

sequence of frames is received. Thus, a need exists for

determining the vocoding rate prior to receiving an

entire down link frame or a sequence of frames to

enhance power control performance.

Summary Of The Invention

[0006] In accordance with the invention, a base sta-

tion assembles a frame including information bits at a

vocoding rate for downlink transmission over a traffic

channel as channel bits at a channel rate. The base sta-

tion places at least one rate-indicating bit at a beginning

of the frame for indicating the vocoding rate. The mobile

station evaluates the downlink transmission with consid-

eration of the vocoding rate indicated by the at least one

rate-indicating bit. The mobile station can determine the

vocoding rate by decoding the beginning of the frame,

as opposed to using power-hungry, iterative" decoding to

determine the vocoding rate: Further, the mobile station

can control downlink power with power level adjustment

data based on a measured performance parameter of a

downlink frame . or sub-frame, prior to decoding the

entire downlink frame or a series of interleaved frames.

The base station receives an uplink signal with a power

level adjustment data for the downlink signal.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0007]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram,- which illustrates a com-

munications system in accordance with the inven-

tion.

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for controlling

- transmit power primarily from the perspective of a

base station in accordance with the invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method for controlling

transmit power from the perspective of a mobile sta-

; tion in accordance with the invention.

Detailed Description

[0008] . In accordance with the invention, FIG. 1 illus-

trates a communications system 10 including a base

station controller 12 coupled to a base station 14. The

base station 14 communicates with the mobile station

16 over a downlink signal 34 transmission. The mobile

station 16 communicates with the base station 14 over

an uplink signal 36 transmission. The base station con-

troller 12 may be coupled to a mobile switching center

(MSC) for controlling the flow of communications traffic

related to the communications system 1 0.

[0009] A base station 14 includes a multi-rate voco-
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der 18 coupled to a modulator 28. The multi-rate voco-

der 18 supports different possible vocoder 18 rates

ranging from a lowest rate to a full rate. For example, a

multi-rate vocoder 18 for code-division multiple-access

(CDMA) may support up to four possible vocoding rates,

although any other number of possible vocoding rates

could be supported.

[0010] The vocoding rate refers to the information

rate of information bits in contrast to a channel rate of

channel bits. The ch~anner'rate"is^referably
_
cbnstant for

any of the possible vocoding rates over a traffic channel.

Accordingly, bits, bytes, or words of information data

may be repeated as necessary to provide a channel

data rate which does not vary with the vocoding rate.

[0011] A power control group (PCG) represents a

fraction of a frame duration during which a transmit

power adjustment may be made. For CDMA 2000 applir.

cations, a PCG is one-sixteenth of a frame duration.

The PCG has a control group duration, (e.g., 1 .25 milli-

seconds) and power control bits are sent at transmit

rate (e.g., 800 bits per second). ' «

[0012] The multi-rate vocoder 18 includes a frame

assembler 23 in communication with a rate indicator 26.

The frame assembler 23 comprises an encoder 20 in

communication with a symbol repeater 22 for repeating

information bits and an interleaver 24 in communication

with the symbol repeater 22. The rate indicator 26 is in

communication ;with the interleaver 24. Other alternate

interrelations of the above-mentioned components
within the vocoder 1 8 are possible.

[0013] The encoder 20 encodes voice as digital

information. The encoder 20 may use a convolutionai

processing to facilitate error protection or correction of

information bits. The encoder 20 feeds a symbol

repeater 22 which preferably repeats information bits as

necessary to form channel bits with a uniform bit rate,

regardless of the underlying rate of the less than full-

rate vocoding of the information bits. If information bits

within a frame are not at the full-rate vocoding rate, the

frame contains repetition groups of identical or repeated

information bits.

[0014] The interleaver 24 does notdissolve repeti-

tion groups, but rather interleaves repetition groups for

every vocoding rate other than the full-rate. The inter-

leaver 24 interleaves channel bits or information bits for

full-rate vocoding because of the one-to-one corre-

spondence of channel bits to information bits at the full-

rate. The scrambling of the information bits or repetition

groups provides interleaved channel bits with greater

resistance to propagational fading during the transmis-

sion as the downlink signal 34 transmission.

[0015] The rate indicator 26 processes the inter-

leaved channel bits so as to place one or more rate-indi-

cating bits at the beginning of frame of the interleaved

channel bits. The rate indicating bits indicate the infor-

.

mation bit rate for the frame. The base station controller

1 2 may select an appropriate vocoding rate for the voc-

oder 18 and a particular mobile station based on sub-

scriber data from a home location register (not shown),

or otherwise. The multi-rate vocoder 1 8 provides a voc-

oded signal to a modulator 28. The modulator 28 modu-
lates the vocoded signal onto the downlink signal 34. A

5 receiver 56 receives an uplink signal 36 from the mobile

station 16 that may contain power adjustment data for

adjusting a transmit power of the downlink signal 34.

[0016] The mobile station 16 includes a downlink

power controller 32 which is coupled to a measurer 30
io and a transceiver 50. The measurer 30 measures a sig-

nal performance parameter. For example, the measurer

30 preferably comprises an error-rate measurer for

measuring the error rate of the downlink signal 34 trans-

mitted by the base station 14. The error rate signifies a
15 bit-error rate, a frame-error rate, or super-frame error

rate. The measurer 30 provides control data for the

downlink power control of the base station 14 that

allows the downlink power controller 32 to adjust the

transmit power of the downlink transmission signal

20 based on the measured signal performance parameter

(e.g., error rate) of the downlink transmission-signal;

The mobile ^station 16 is able -to adjust the downlink

transmit power, before decoding the entire framed by

reading one or more rate-indicating bits at the beginning

25 of the frame. Accordingly, the mobile station 16 -can*

adjust downlink transmit power in sufficiently short dura-

tions to compensate for the effect of Rayleigh fading. -

[0017] The measured error rate is used to estimate

a' corresponding energy per information bit to noise

30 spectral density ratio (Eb/No). The measured error rate

may represent an error rate per information bit to facili-

tate determination of the Eb/No on an information bit

basis. In one example, each measured error rate per bit

is preferably associated with a corresponding Eb/No in

35 a relational database or a look-up table. In another

example, the Eb/No is determined by integrating over

the information bits as subsequently described herein.

[0018] A closed loop power control approach varies

the power transmitted by the base station 14 based on

40 signal - parameter measurements at the mobile station

16, or vice versa. Although the closed loop approach

may be tolerant of longer delays in providing the down-

link vocoding rate to the mobile station 16, the closed

loop approach preferably makes the downlink vocoding

45 rate available to the mobile station 16 as quickly as

made possible by the rate-indicating bits to promote the

integrity of the determined Eb/No. If the mobile station

determines Eb/No sufficiently rapidly, the determined

Eb/No may facilitate compensation for propagational

so changes or Rayleigh fading in the downlink transmit sig-

nal.
"

[0019] The muiti-rate vocoder 18 can complicate

the determination of the energy per information bit to

noise spectral density ratio (Eb/No), as the signal per-

55 formance parameter, for other than a full-rate vocoding

rate. At less than full-rate vocoding, the underlying voc-

oding rate of the received signal does not represent a

one-for-one relationship to'the channel rate, as previ-

3
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ously described. Hence, a true indication of the Eb/No

of the information bits, frames, or repetition groups

requires knowledge of the vocoding rate. Once the voc-

oding rate is known, the Eb/No, or another suitable indi-

cation of performance, may be accurately determined 5

as soon as sufficient signal parameter measurements

are available.

[0020] . In an alternate embodiment, the measurer

30 preferably comprises a signal-to-noise measurer or a

- signal-to-interference-measurer for directly measuring 10

Eb/No of the received signal on a per information bit

basis. Hence, instead of measuring the error rate and

converting the error rate to a corresponding Eb/No

value, the Eb/No of the received downlink transmission

is measured using an integration technique over the 15

information bits, for,example.

[0021] The transceiver 50 includes a decoder 52

adapted to communicate with an integrator 54 and a

processor 55 adapted to communicate with the integra-

tor 54. The decoder 52 decodes the downlink signal 34 20

including -information bits and one or more rate-indicat-

ing bits. The integrator 54 is arranged to noncoherently

integrate- overthe channel bits to determine a :checking

vocoding rate. The-processor 55 executes instructions,

for checking against the vocoding rate indicated, by one 25

or more rate-indicating bits.

[0022] In accordance with : the invention, a method

for controlling signal power in a communicationssystem

10 is first considered from the perspective of a base sta-

tion 14 in FIG. 2. Starting in step S10, the base station 30

14 assembles a frame including. information bits at a

vocoding rate for downlink transmission over a traffic

channel as channel bits at a channel rate. In practice,

.

step S10 may further include interleaving the informa-

tion, bits into the frame to increase the reliability of the: 35

downlink transmission and its resistance to fading prob-

lems.

[0023] . To prepare for step S12, Step S10 may
include reserving a reserved space at the beginning of

the frame for at least one rate-indicating- bit. The 40

reserved space is restricted from receiving or contain-

ing the information bits. Step S12 may be carried out

during step S1 0 or.following step S10.

[0024] In step S12, the base station 14 places at

least one rate-indicating bit at a beginning of .the frame 45

for indicating the vocoding rate of the information bits.

Several possible techniques may be used to place one

or more rate-indicating bits.at the beginning of the frame

including: (1 ) puncturing one or more rate-indicating bits

and (2) filling a reserved space in a frame or block with so

one or more rate-indicating bits. Puncturing a bit or bits

refers to replacing at least one of the interleaved infor-

mation bits at the beginning of the frame with a rate-indi-

cating bit.

[0025] In one example, one rate-indicating bit is 55

punctured into a preceding frame at the beginning of the

frame to indicate the information rate of a group of trail-

ing frames trailing the frame. Here, the raterindicating

bits are preferably the first ones in the frame, although in

alternate embodiments bits may be located elsewhere

in the frame. Taking only one bit per frame does not

detract from the decoding gain of the interleaving proc-

ess as much as puncturing two bits per frame would.

Accordingly, a three-fourth rate coder and higher may

only use one punctured bit per frame to leave the maxi-

mum decoding gain possible with puncturing.

[0026] The puncturing of one bit per frame (e.g., 24

bit per frame) on a quarter rate code such as used in the

9.6 kbps rate of CDMA 2000 would result in very small

Eb/No loss (a fraction of .1 dB), while the advantage of

knowing the vocoding rate virtually on demand could

easily be 2 dB in some cases. The rate-indicating bits

are transmitted once per frame, which for CDMA 2000

represents one twenty-fourth of the duration of an entire

frame.

[0027] In another example, two or more rate-indi-

cating bits per frame are punctured. However, if the sig-

nai-to-noise ratio becomes unacceptable low, the base

station 14 may compensate by puncturing less rate-indi-

cating bits to retain a desired level of reliability and inter-

leaving gain in the downlink transmission.

[0028] . Filling a reserved space in a frame with rate-

indicating bits accomplishes the same result as the

puncturing procedure. However, if space is reserved in

the frame for one or more rate-indicating bits, then one

or more rate-indicating bits can be placed into a frame

prior to interleaving or after interleaving. The filling of a

reserved space permits different variations and flexibil-

ity in the design of the vocoder 18 or vocoding algo-

rithm. In contrast, puncturing refers to a process where

the rate indicating bits replace one or more bits in a

frame after interleaving of the frame. Insertion of the

punctured bits occurs before modulation by the modula-

tor 28, but after interleaving by the interleaver 24. *

[0029]; . The rate-indicating bits.within a frame elimi-

nate the minimum one frame delay that would otherwise

be required to estimate Eb/No if an iterative decoding

procedure were used to estimate the rate. The rate-indi-

cating bits in a preceding frame may indicate the vocod-

ing rate (i.e. information rate) so that the vocoding rate

is known as soon as the first power control group (PCG)

of a frame at the mobile station 16. The rate-indicating

bits can be punctured into the preceding frame at the

modulator 28 interface to give the mobile station 16 a

full frame of advance warning about the vocoding rate of

trailing or upcoming frames.

[0030] The presence and processing of rate-indi-

cating bits does not add extra latency to the link

between the mobile station 1 6 and the base station 14.

Because bits arrive sequentially at the mobile station 16

from the vocoder 1 8, the mobile station 1 6 would other-

wise wait a full frame duration until all bits are received

before decoding the interleaved information.

[0031] The rate-indicating bits can reduce power

consumption of the mobile station 16. Because the voc-

oding rate may be determined virtually on demand, mul-

4
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tiple decoding attempts and their attendant power

consumption of the iterative decoding approach are not

needed. Further, power control may be tailored to

achieve a probability of error on reception o* the rate-

indicating bits of less than one percent or another suita- 5

ble target probability of error. The pcformance
enhancement is readily realized for power control of the

lower or lowest vocoding rates of the vocoder 1 8, which

are sometimes given the lowest priority for decoding in

the iterative decoding approach:: ~

—

w
[0032] Step S13 follows step SI 2. Step S 13 differs

from the other steps in FIG. 2 in that step S13 repre-

sents processing that takes place at the mobile station

16, as opposed to at the base station 14. In general,

step S13 encompasses processing the received frame is

at the mobile station 16 to determine power level adjust-

ment data for an downlink signal 34 transmitted by the

base station 14. For example, a mobile station 16

receives a transmitted signal containing a plurality of

frames. A preceding frame contains a rate code indcat- 20

ing the rate of the preceding frame itself. The mobile

station 16 decodes the rate-indicating bits witn a

decoder 31 and measures a performance parameter

(e.g. the error rate or signal-to-noise) of a downlink

transmission to gauge the transmit power required for 25

adequate downlink transmission performance.

[0033] The mobile station 16 includes a measurer

30 for measuring the performance parameter after or

during decoding' of the rate-indicating bit orbits. The
mobile station 16 measures the performance parameter 30

after or during decoding of one or more rate-indicating

bits, but preferably before decoding the entire frame:

The mobile station 1 6 preferably determines the vocod-

ing rate of the preceding frame before receiving the

entire frame and before decoding the entire interleaved 35

frame. Step S13 may include measuring the error rate

per repetition group; determined based on the decoding

of the rate-determining bit or bits.

[0034] The processing burden on the mobile station

16 and its attendant power consumption is reduced by- 40

virtually on-demand knowledge of the vocoding rate.

Further, knowledge of the vocoding rate from decoding

rate-indicating bits is readily used to control power in a

sufficiently rapid manner to compensate for Rayleigh

fading in the downlink signal 34. 45

[0035] In step SI 3, once the vocoding rate is known

at the mobile station 16, the mobile station 1 6 may con-

trol downlink transmit power based on the measured

signal performance parameter information of the

received downlink signal 34 and the vocoding rate. The so

measured signal performance parameter may comprise

a measured signal-to-noise ratio, a measured error rate;

a measured signal-to-interference ratio, or another suit-

able indicator of signal quality. The measured perform-

ance parameter is measured considering the vocoding 55

rate to allow a true determination of the information bit

performance (or the repetition group), as opposed to the

channel bit performance. The mobile station 16 trans-

mits the downlink power level adjustment data as an

uplink transmission to the base station 14. The downlink

power level adjustment data reflects due consideration

of the vocoding rate and the transmission/reception per-

formance of the information bits.

[0036] In step S14, the base station 14 receives an

uplink signal 36 with the power level adjustment data for

the downlink signal 34. The power level adjustment data

is based on the measured performance parameter (e.g.,

an error rate or a signal-to-noise ratio) of the downlink

transmission from the base station 14 to a mobile sta-

tion 16.

[0037] FIG. 3 describes a method for controlling

signal power in a communications system 10 from the

perspective of a mobile station 1 6, as opposed to the

base station 14. Step S13 of FIG. 2 is represented by

step S18, step S20, step S22, and step S23 of FIG. 3.

Accordingly, step S18 may follow step S12. Similarly,

step S1 4 may follow Step S23. ' <

[0038] " Starting in step S18, a mobile station 16

receives a frame including information bits having a voc*

oding rate andatleastone rate-in dicatin g bit 'at a be gi n

-

ning of the frame for indicating the vocoding rate. The
use of rate-indicating bits reduces the complexity, power, \
consumption, and* manufacturing cost for the mobile -

station 16 by eliminating the onerous iterative' rate

determination procedures. The mobile station 1 6 readily

acquires the vocoding rate before decoding the -ftrst

frame or under one frame duration. Furthermonsr-the <•

mobile station 16 preferably determines the vocoding ,

rate within a fractional increment of the frame, referred *

to as the power control group (PCG). For example, the
4

mobile 'station 16 may determine the vocoding rate %

within the first sixteenth of a frame because power con- 4

trol in CDMA 2000 should be capable of power control 4

adjustment for every one-sixteenth of a frame on the for-

ward link.

[0039] . Following step S18, in step S20, the mobile

station 1 6 determines a ratio between the vocoding rate

and a channel rate of the frame. The mobile station 16

reads at least one rate-indicating bit atthe beginning of

the frame; The determination of the ratio allows the per-

formance to be referenced with respect to the informa-

tion bit (or repetition group), as opposed to all channel

bits generally. If the performance parameter were based

on channel bits, the performance parameter would form

a misleading basis for uplink power control. For the voc-

oder 18 operating in the full-rate mode, there is one-to-

one mapping between the information bits and the

channel bits, However, for the lower and lowest rate,

each repetition group contains n information .bits

repeated m times to provide n multiplied by m channel

bits. A frame may contain P repetition groups such that 1

the number C of channel groups per frame equals P
multiplied by n and m (i;e., C= P*n*m ). If the traffic

channel is used to measure signal energy per bit to

noise energy per bit duration (Eb/No) as the perform-

ance parameter, the ratio is used for an accurate meas-

ENSDOCID: <EP 1079563A2_I„>
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urement.

[0040] The vocoding rate can be confirmed by

checking the value of noncoherent integration of the

channel bits. The noncoherent integration of the chan-

nel bits adds redundancy or error-checking capability to 5

the vocoding rate determination, providing increased

reliability in case where a rate-indicating bit in a frame is

corrupt. If the result of non-coherent integration of eight

adjacent, noninterleaved channel bits within a frame is

small or approaches~zerorthe~vocoding~rate can be~~70
assumed to be at the full vocoding rate. On the other

hand, if the result of the non-coherent integration within

a frame exceeds zero by a threshold tolerance, then the

vocoding rate is less than the full vocoding rate of the

multi-rate vocoder 18. The threshold tolerance is deter- 15

mined based on a statistical analysis or probability den-

sity function of the typical or anticipated frame contents.

The vocoding rate indicated by one or more rate-indicat-

ing bits may be compared to the vocoding rate indicated

by the above non-coherence integration technique to 20

achieve error checking.

[0041] In step S22, the mobile station 1 6 measures
a signal performance parameter (e.g., an error rate or

signal-to-noise ratio) associated with the information

bits or the repetition group based on the measurement 25^

period.. Step S22 may be accomplished by measuring a

performance parameter after decoding one or more rate

indicating bits.
! Step S22 may include measuring the

performance parameter (e.g., error rate) after or while

decoding one or more rate indicating bits, but prior to 30

decoding the entire frame.

[0042] In measuring the signal-to-noise ratio as the

signal performance parameter for an electromagnetic

signal underlying a frame, the signal-to-noise ratio may
be determined by noncoherently integrating the signal 35

power per information bit over an integration period cor-

responding to the vocoding rate. In particular, the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio may. be estimated by noncoherently

integrating channel bits or information bits if a vocoding

rate is at a full rate. For full-rate vocoding, noncoherent 40

integration produces adequate results because the

channel bits to information bits are mapped one- to-one.

In contrast, at the lowest rate (e.g., one eighth rate) non-

coherent integration of the channel bits directly will not

produce accurate estimates of the signal-to-noise ratio. 45

The noncoherent integration at the lowest vocoding rate

must be accomplished at the information bit level or at

the repetition group level, rather than the channel bit

level.

[0043] To measure the signal-to-noise ratio, the so

integration period is increased for a lower vocoding rate

lower than a full-rate vocoding rate. The integration

period is increased by a reciprocal of the decrease of

the vocoding rate relative to the full-rate. For example,

an integration period for a one-eight rate vocoding rate 55

is eight times as long as the integration period for a full-

rate vocoding rate.

[0044] The signal-to-noise^ ratio (S/N) may be

approximated by first determining signal strength plus

noise level (S + N). The S + N of the information bits or

traffic bits may be estimated by non-coherent integra-

tion over the information bits. Second, the noise level

(N) or density is measured or .otherwise determined.

The noise level may include interference associated

with the signal. To obtain the S/N, noise level (N) is sub-

tracted from the S + N. The result of the subtraction rep-

resents the signal strength (S), which is divided by N to

- obtain the signal to noise ratio.

[0045] Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, a

signal plus noise estimate (S+N) provides an accurate

indication of the signal power S if the noise level N is low

compared to the signal power S. However, if the signal

S is weak, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) will approach a

value of one, ratherthan its true value. Other techniques

other than the signal plus noise estimation technique

may be used to determine the signal-to-noise ratio.

[0046] The mobile station 16 estimates the noise

level to determine the signal-to-noise ratio. The noise

level can be derived from the reception of the downlink

pilot channel. The downlink pilot sequence is usually a

train of uniform polarity symbols (e.g., 1). The mean
squared of the downlink pilot sequence divided by the

variance provides the noise level.

[0047] The mobile station 16 approximates the sig-

nal power of the received downlink signal 34 in the fol-

lowing manner. The absolute values of measured signal

strengths per bit are summed up to attain an absolute

value representing a signal plus noise estimate. If the

vocoding rate is lower than the full-rate vocoding rate,

coherent integration of the downlink signal 34 power
over repeated traffic bits may be required to properly

estimate the signal-to-noise ratio. Non-coherent integra-

tion over different traffic bits may yield enough accuracy

if used with the rate information gained from a previous

coherent.integration procedure.

[0048] Following step S22 in step S23, the mobile

station 1 6 determines power adjustment data for the

downlink signal 34, based on the measured signal per-

formance parameter and the ratio between the vocoding

rate and a channel rate of the received frame. The
mobile station 16 controls the downlink transmit power
of the base station 14 based on the measured signal

performance parameter and the vocoding rate.

[0049] The mobile station 16 controls the downlink

transmit power of the base station 14 based on the

measured signal performance parameter to maintain a

target signal performance parameter stored at the

mobile station 16. For example, the mobile station 16

may control downlink transmit power of a base station

14 based on the measured error rate to maintain a tar-

get performance parameter value. Alternately, the

mobile station 16 may control the downlink transmit

power of the base station 14 based on the measured
signal-to-noise ratio as the measured signal perform-

ance parameter.

[0050] The downlink transmit power of the base sta-

6
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tion 14 may be adjusted with the downlink power level

data prior to the receipt and decoding of an entire frame

at the mobile station 16. Accordingly, downlink transmit

power can be changed multiple times per frame to com-

pensate for Rayleigh fading because the vocoding rate 5

may be known as early as the first power control group

or fractional interval of a frame. In accordance with the

invention, attaining a vocoding rate, measuring a signal

performance parameter based on the vocoding rate,

and controlling downlink power based on the measured 10

signal performance parameter and the vocoding rate,

may be completed in less than one frame duration from

initial receipt of the frame at the mobile station, which

permits real-time power control and/or compensation

against fast or medium fading, such as Rayleigh fading, is

[0051] The power control method of the invention is

well-suited for reducing power consumption and extend-

ing battery life of the mobile station 1 6. The power con- ...

trol method can be implemented by software plus an

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for many 20

commercially available mobile stations 16. The power

control method is well-suited to voice communications

because voice communications, are intolerant of long

delays. The system is primarily geared to forward power-

control of a downlink signal 34 power using an uplink 25

signal 36. In contrast, on the reverse fink, each mobile

station 16 has one corresponding pilotrchannel which

Jias a transmit power independent of the vocoding rate.

Therefore, the base station 14 can readily determine the

uplink power of the mobile station 16 without decoding 30

the vocoding rate based on measurements of the pilot

channel.

[0052] Although the aforementioned rate-indicating

bits have been used to indicate the information rate for

the frame into which the rate-indicating bits are placed, 35

in an alternate configuration, the rate-indicating bits

may be placed into a leading frame to indicate the infor-

mation bit rate for one or more trailing frames following

the leading frame. Accordingly, rate-indicating bits are-

only placed (e.g., punctured) into the leading frame 40

upon a change in the information rate to facilitate

greater interleaving performance than would otherwise

be possible by puncturing each and every, frame with

rate-indicating bits ;

[0053] This specification describes various illustra- 45

tive embodiments of the method and structure of the

present invention. The scope of the claims is intended

to cover various modifications and equivalent arrange-

ments of the illustrative embodiments disclosed in the

specification. so

Claims

1. A method for reducing energy consumption of a

mobile station in a communications system, the 55

method comprising the steps of:

assembling a frame including information bits

at a vocoding rate for a downlink signal trans-

mission over a traffic channel as channel bits at

a channel rate; and

placing at least one rate-indicating bit at a
' beginning of the frame to indicate the vocoding

rate.
-

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein the

* assembling step further comprises:

interleaving the information bits into the frame.

3. The method according to claim 2 wherein the plac-

ing step further comprises: . - -

replacing at least one of the interleaved infor-

mation bits at the beginning of the frame with

the at least one corresponding rate-indicating

: bit. •
.

4.. The method according to claim 1 wherein :,the

assembling step further comprises the step of:

.

reserving a space at the beginning of the frame
f

s for the at least one rate-indicating bit, the

reserved space being restricted with respect to

t he.presence of the information bits,, '.

5. The method according to claim 1 wherejn the plac-

ing step further comprises: f
'

*

puncturing two rate-indicating bits at the "begin--

- ning of the frame to indicate the -information

rate of a group of trailing frames -trailing the

frame.

6. A method for controlling signal power in .a commu-
nications system, 1 the method comprising the steps

of: ; - ..

assembling a frame including information bits

- at a vocoding rate for a downlink signal trans-

mission over a traffic channel as channel bits at

a channel rate; and

placing at least one rate-indicating bit at a

beginning of the frame .to indicate the vocoding

rate; and

receiving an uplink signal with power level

adjustment data for the downlink signal deter-

mined based upon a signal performance

parameter of the downlink signal transmission

and the vocoding rate indicated by the at least

one rate-indicating bit,

7. The method according to claim 6 wherein the

7
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receiving step further comprises receiving the

uplink signal with the power level adjustment data

determined using an error rate as the signal per-

formance parameter.

5

8. The method according to claim 6 further comprising

the step of:

measuring an error rate, as the signal perform-

ance~ parameter, at a mobile station after w
decoding the at least one rate-indicating bit.

9;. The method according to claim 6 further comprising

the step of:

is

measuring an error rate, as the signal perform

ance parameter, at a mobile station after

decoding the at feast one rate-indicating bit and

, prior to decoding the entire frame.

?o

10. The method according to claim 6 wherein the

assembling step further comprises:

interleaving the information bits into the frame.
... , 25

1 1 . The method according to claim 1 0 wherein the plac-

ing step further comprises:

replacing at least one of the interleaved infor-

mation bits at the beginning of the frame with 30

the at least one corresponding rate-indicating

bit.

12. The method according to claim 6 wherein the

assembling step further comprises the step of: 35

reserving a space at the beginning of the frame

for the at least one rate-indicating bit, the

reserved space being restricted with respect to

the presence of the information bits. 40

13. The method according to claim 6 wherein the plac-

ing step further comprises:

puncturing two rate-indicating bits at the begin- 45

ning of the frame to indicate the information -

rate of a group of trailing frames trailing the

frame.

14. The method according to claim 6 further comprising so

the step of: .

measuring an error rate of the information bits

over a plurality of successive measurement
periods determined based upon decoding the 55

at least one rate-indicating bit.

15. A method for controlling signal power in a commu-

nications system, the method comprising the steps

of:

receiving a frame including information bits

having an information rate and including at

least one rate-indicating bit at a beginning of

the frame to indicate the information rate;

determining a ratio between the information

rate and a transmission rate of the frame; and

measuring a signal performance parameter

associated with the information bits, with con-

sideration of the determined ratio.

16. The method according to claim 15 wherein the

measuring step includes measuring an error rate as

the signal performance parameter.

17. The method according to claim 15 further compris-

ing the step of measuring an error rate, as the sig-

nal performance parameter, after decoding the at

least one rate-indicating bit.

18. The. method according to.claim 15 further compris-

ing the step, of measuring an error rate, as the sig-

nal performance parameter, after decoding the at

least one rate indicating, bit and prior to decoding

; the entire frame. —

19. The method according to claim 17 further compris-

ing the step of:

controlling downlink transmit power based on

the measured error rate.

20. The method according.to claim 1 9 wherein the con-

trolling step further comprises:*

sending, an uplink signal containing power
adjustment data for the downlink transmit

power.

21. The method of claim 15 further comprising the step

of:

controlling downlink transmit power based on

the measured signal performance parameter to

maintain a target signal performance parame-

ter.

22. A method for controlling signal power in a commu-
nications system, the method comprising the steps

of: .

receiving a frame including information bits

having a vocoding rate and including at least

one rate-indicating bit at a beginning of the

8
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frame for indicating the vocoding rate;

determining a ratio between the vocoding rate

and a transmission rate of the frame; and
5

measuring a signai-to-noise ratio associated

with the informationjiits based on the ratio.

23. The method according to claim 22 further compris-

ing the step of!
= — - 1Q

estimating the signal-to-noise ratio for an elec-

tromagnetic signal underlying the frame, the

signal-to-noise ratio being determined by non-

coherently integrating signal power per infor- is

mation bit over an integration period

corresponding to trre vocoding rate.

24. The method according to claim 23 wherein the esti-

mating step includes noncoherently integrating 20

channel bits representing information bits on a one-

to-one basis if a vocoding rate is at a full rate.

25. The method according to claim 22 wherein the

measuring step includes measuring a signal power 25

over a repetition-group duration during reception of

a repetition group within the frame. *

26. The method according to claim 22 further compris-

ing the step of controlling downlink transmit power 30

based on the measured signal to noise ratio.

27. A vocoder comprising:

a frame assembler for assembling a frame 35

including information bits at a vocoding rate for

a downlink signal transmission over a traffic

channel as channel bits at a channel, rate;

a rate indicator for placing at least one rate- 40

indicating bit at a beginning of the frame to indi-

cate the vocoding rate; and

a receiver for receiving an uplink signal with

power level adjustment data for the downlink 45

signal determined based upon a signal per-

formance parameter of the downlink signal

transmission and the vocoding rate indicated

by the at least one rate-indicating bit.

50

28. The vocoder according to claim 27 wherein the

frame assembler further comprises an encoder for

encoding the information bits, a symbol repeater for

repeating the encoded information bits in conform-

ance with the vocoding rate, and an interleaver for 55

interleaving the repeated information bits within at

least one frame.

29. The vocoder according to claim 27 wherein the rate

indicator is adapted to puncture the at least one
rate indicating bit into the interleaved information

symbols.

30. The vocoder according to claim 27 wherein rate

indicator is adapted to reserve a space at the begin-

ning of each frame for the at least one rate indicat-

ing bit. - - ,

31. A mobile station comprising:

* a transceiver for receiving a frame including

information bits having an information rate and

including at least one rate-indicating bit at a

beginning of the frame to indicate the informa-

tion rate;

a processor for determining a ratio between the

information rate and a transmission rate of the

frame; and <" V

a measurer for measuring a signal perform-

ance parameter associated with the informa-

tion bits, with consideration of the determined
' ratio. . V

32. The mobile station according to claim 31 wherein

the signal performance parameter comprises an

error rate, t -
* v

33. The mobile station according to claim 31 wherein

the measurer is adapted to measure an error rate,

as the signal performance parameter, after decod-

ing the at least one rate-indicating bit and prior to

decoding the entire frame.

34. The mobile station according to claim 3*1 further

comprising:

a downlink power controller for controlling

downlink transmit power based on the meas-

ured error rate.

35. The mobile station according to claim 31 further

comprising:

an integrator for noncoherently integrating over

the channel bits to determine a checking voco-

ding rate for checking against the vocoding rate

indicated by the at least one rate indicating bit.
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